
Notes for the general assembly on 10/22/11 at 2:30 in Hill Park: 

 

Minutes of last GA were read 

Further discussion: 

 Sustainability, weather wise, to make it through the winter intact. 

 Labels: how important it is not to be labeled.  We want to be sure we aren't labeled with things  

  that can hurt us.  Should be an ongoing discussion. 

 Suggestion of person for doing civil rights disobedience training on 10/29 

 Would like to figure out how to advertise ourselves more- how to make group larger. 

 There are people who want to contribute money.  How and who would manage? 

 Tent set up permanently to pass out info this winter?  If occupy, be permanent? 

 Do we need a mission statement? 

Phil from Bozeman 

 Permanent occupation: would need to be staffed if tent is set up outdoors.  Would be high 

 visibility if outdoors.  Indoor space would be easier to meet in during winter. 

Communication group: 

 How to communicate with other Occupy Groups, and how to deal with it when we have 

 everyone here. 

Working Group Reports 

 Media: Steven- Friday at 1:30, members of the group went on the Dunwell Report.  Went well,  

   but had difficulty with format not allowing detailed enough analysis. 

  Alex- We hit a lot of major points.  We had an opportunity to compare OH with the Tea  

   Party. 

  Media group will handle the requests from media organizations in the future and develop 

   media as well. 

  Discussion of having a show for OH on public news source. 

  Forum? We could post things and people will be able to comment.  Essentially a   

   threaded list.  Would be restricted to OH people. 

  Develop newsletter, paper, phone tree needed for people who do not have internet. 

  KGLT: Public service announcement to advertise meetings.  Get word out, get more  

   people organized. 

 Direct Action Group: Statewide action 10/29.  Debra, Frank, Emily, Rick 

  Notes moved to new subject below. 

Statewide Action, 10/29 

 Missoula has supported our proposal for statewide action in Helena on 10/29 

  “Occupy Your Capital Day,” “Robin Hood” 

 Read the proposed agenda our group has 

 Created a list of working groups we need to make this happen 

 Must have porta-potties and need to figure out permit stuff 

 Camping Issue: Who is responsible for figuring this out?  What are the legal issues to consider?  

  We need the group to decide if this is the issue we want to do civil disobedience on. 

 Proposal that we will do the OH 10/29 with or without camping. 

 Groups are: 

  Sound: At Capitol building, if we can't get the rotunda, and park.  Requires sound  

   permit, security. 

  Food Group:  How to feed these people- need coffee.  Teagen is on this.  Contact her if  

    you want to help. 

  Music/ Entertainment 

  Shuttle: Transport Fed/Capitol for people who can't walk 



  First Aid 

  March Security: Stay on side walk for protest march 

  Sign Painters: Jan volunteered 

  Hosting: If not camping 

  Liaison: Keep contacts between police/city/ etc. steady 

  Child Care 

  Sanitation: Most importantly for camping 

  Fundraising 

  Advertise: Media group?  Alert paper. 

  Grounds/ Structure 

  Media Group 

 Can we consolidate groups that are similar? 

 How about revisiting the agenda: 

  Proposal to lose pancake breakfast, child care, coffee stuff 

  Hand out stuff on the day 

  Make entertainment more simple 

  Shorten march to one direction only, shuttle back from capitol 

 Where to meet first? 

  Meet at park, walk to capitol, shuttle back 

 How to draw people: 

  Need central event (march) and concentrate on it.  Thats what the people are coming for. 

  Start and march around capital? 

 Need to find what people want: 

  Do what Helena group wants to do and others will follow 

  Absolutely need to march.  Symbolism and exposure is huge. 

  Set up framework, fill it in as variables are resolved. 

 Frank will do porta-potty organizing 

Decided to meet up later in the week.  Everyone tired and slightly overwhelmed 

Need to get master sheet of the different work groups and those people involved. 

Will meed Wednesday, location TBA 


